A safe and healthy return to work

Leveraging SAP SuccessFactors Visa and Permits Management and Guardian by AlertEnterprise

The situation

Due to COVID-19, organizations had to make a significant amount of jobs remote with little to no warning. As the world returns to a new normal, organizations need to comply quickly with fast-changing new regulations around workplace health, safety and access. As restrictions are relaxed, they need to allow people back to their premises in a controlled, secure, and compliant way.

You need

You need to protect your people and their families from unnecessary exposure to a life and death illness, while running your business with precision. Organizations need to manage a combination of health documentation, global and local regulations, self-attestations of fitness to work, and physical access controls to keep your workplace safe while minimizing risk.

The Solution

SAP SuccessFactors Visa and Permits Management plus Guardian by AlertEnterprise, enables you to control the process for bringing people back into the office while automating enforcement of complex and evolving COVID-19 health and safety policies to ensure that your people are safe.

How it works

SAP SuccessFactors Visa and Permits Management manages health and safety policies that govern how employees return to work in a repeatable manner that minimizes risk.

Guardian by AlertEnterprise COVID-19 Health and Safety Access Governance allows you to control access to the workplace in a precise way through self-attestation, screening processes, and more.

Guardian by AlertEnterprise COVID-19 Health and Safety Intelligence Tracker helps you track exposure to infection across people and places, enabling contact tracing and workplace sanitization. The entire solution is easily integrated with badging and access control systems.

How it helps you

Ensure safe working conditions and workplace distancing.

Enable new shift-working patterns.

Control the number of people on your premises and manage access to temporary overflow sites.

Respond quickly if restrictions are re-imposed.

A strategic result

Get back to work, keep your people safe and ensure complete compliance with health regulations.

Find out more

Learn more about Alert Enterprise and SAP SuccessFactors Visa and Permits Management.